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It is an incredibly common and incredibly old prayer. A prayer that many a 
man, woman, and child has uttered, perhaps some of us have said this prayer at 
one time in our lives. It is the prayer that begins with the two words: “GOD” and 
“IF”. 

 The prayer sounds a lot like this: “God, if you will heal my (child, spouse, 
parent, friend), then I will (go to church more, give more money and time to the 
church, pray more, read the Bible more, help the needy….). Just do this one thing 
for me and I’ll give you what you want.”  This particular prayer may have different 
specific terms and conditions, but the concept is the same: if God will do what the 
person praying wants, then that person promises to give God what they think God 
wants. 

 This is a very basic kind of prayer and is often called a bargaining prayer, it 
points to our deep desire for help and for things to go the way we want. 
Sometimes that prayer is for healing, sometimes it might be for things like getting 
more money, or for a business deal to go the way we want, or for someone to 
make the decision we want.  It might also be said this type of prayer also points to 
our deep desire to control the outcome of situations. That outcome isn’t always 
bad, it might be good, and I am not arguing against wanting healing or financial 
security. What I am suggesting is that sometimes, it is an easy temptation for a 
person to try to manipulate things to go the way they want. And that is what is 
behind that very common prayer: God if you ……. Then I will …….. 

 As I said, this is a very old form of prayer, it has been around for a long time, 
even before Christianity. It was often a prayer associated with the worship of the 
kinds of gods that were worshiped by pagans. These gods were very simple and 
extremely knowable and understandable. For example, if a farmer wanted a good 
harvest, he gave the god of the harvest or the earth something of value that god 
asked for: sometimes it was an animal, or food, or money. The idea was if the 
farmer gave the god what was prescribed for a good harvest, the god was then 
obligated to do its part to provide that good harvest, because that is what that god 
was about. In that sort of worship, the person was the one who determined what 
they wanted, and did what was necessary to get it.  



 Mythologies like Greek and Roman mythologies were built on this concept 
and created elaborate stories around their gods so that people could learn about 
those gods, know which were the more powerful, and which to pray to in order to 
get what they wanted. 

 It was a pretty basic, simplistic system with very little mystery. And when 
things didn’t work out, when crops were destroyed in a fire or hail storm, when the 
desired person did not fall in love, when the loved one died, when a war was lost, 
the rationale was the gift to the god was unacceptable or the god was busy doing 
something else, or the god liked someone else better.  

 By now you might be wondering what this has to do with Trinity Sunday, the 
day we celebrate and recognize the doctrine or belief that states God is Three 
Persons: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit in One Godhead, sharing the same essence or 
substance yet three “persons”, how God is known in the Christian experience. 

 This doctrine has not been without its controversies and groups have 
splintered off from the early church as the Church fathers and mothers struggled to 
explain God through the unique experience of the life, death, resurrection, 
ascension of Jesus and the gift of the Holy Spirit. Many books have been written 
about the Trinity, and many sermons have been preached trying to explain it or at 
least help understand it. One problem is, however, the belief of the Trinity came 
about as the early church was fighting against false teachings, called heresies, and 
it is said that a person who talks about the Trinity can’t do so without preaching 
heresy. 

 Makes things pretty difficult and tricky for preachers today. Which is one 
reason I began by talking about the ancient tradition of worshipping pagan gods, 
like the gods of erotic love, or money, or power, or war, or greed. These gods were 
easy to understand, uncomplicated, easy to talk about, and while there might be a 
trick to appeasing them, at least it was known what they cared about. And the 
truth is they didn’t care about people, they did care about themselves.  

 The God of the Christian experience, the God we see through Jesus Christ 
and the Holy Spirit, the God that made the world and gave life to the world, is very 
different. There is a mystery with this Trinitarian God, not a mystery in the sense 
there is a riddle to figure out, but a mystery we can get close to, and are invited 
into. 

 



 If we look back at the readings we just heard, we might see each one shows 
us the Three Persons and One God in action. In Isaiah we have the beautiful story 
of how the prophet Isaiah answered God’s call to be a prophet to God’s people, 
and how at first Isaiah felt unworthy to speak for God, and God remedied that 
feeling so that Isaiah showed courage and confidence by answering God’s call with 
the obedient: Here I am. Notice Isaiah didn’t bargain with God, Isaiah named his 
feeling of deficiency,  God listened, and God in all God’s power and splendor and 
glory was not above noticing and loving and calling Isaiah and did what was 
necessary to help Isaiah to feel empowered to do what God asked him to do. There 
is no bargaining going on, no if you… then I’ll….. Instead there is a caring, almost 
intimate kind of relationship. 

 That intimacy can be seen in our second lesson from Paul’s letter to the 
Romans where Paul writes about the Christian’s relationship with God and how it is 
like a family, where we are God’s children. Paul goes on to say this relationship 
won’t protect against hurt or suffering or loss, but does promise God’s Presence no 
matter what happens. 

 And our Gospel today shows us once again Jesus’ remarkable conversation 
with the Pharisee Nicodemus and his struggle to understand, as we might struggle 
to understand what Jesus was talking about in being born from above.  But if we 
look at how Jesus sums up the conversation we see that what it is all about for God 
is love, in those words many find so comforting, God so loved the world. 

 Love then, may be what is at the heart of the Trinitarian God; this God who is 
Three Persons in One Godhead. God who just doesn’t love self, but loves us so 
much God doesn’t seem to want to make a deal with us, but instead seems to seek 
to be in authentic relationship with us. God even seems willing to take away 
whatever might get in the way of that relationship. Ever wonder why that might 
be? Why would God want be in relationship with us?  

 That is one of those incredibly deep questions that theologians love to 
debate, one of those questions we might just have to ponder a long while instead 
of have a quick snappy answer for. And I wonder if it might have something to do 
with Trinity: three Persons in One God. There is a theological word that describes 
the intimate mutual indwelling of the persons of the Trinity. That word is 
perichoresis, a word meaning penetration or intimate union. A word that signifies 
relationship, and perhaps because Trinity can be described as relationship, 
relationship is how God reaches out to us. Relationships can be pretty mysterious, 
whether it is relationships between family members, married couples, or children 



and parents, or friends.  No matter how close the people in those relationships are, 
they still are not able to completely know or understand the person they are in 
relationship with. Often, those unknown elements can cause distrust or 
disappointment and can lead to breakdown, especially when things like 
manipulation and attempts to get one person’s way all the time is a dominant part 
of the relationship. However, when the people in relationships are willing to be 
vulnerable, forgiving, and caring, then strong and healthy relationships can exist. 

 That relationship of vulnerability, forgiving, and love is what God invites us 
into. We might not understand this, we might struggle with this, or be disappointed 
in it, because it is not easy to manipulate a God we don’t understand. 

 Maybe we don’t have to figure it all out, maybe we don’t have to have all the 
answers. Maybe, on this Sunday and every day, all we need is the willingness to 
enter into the relationship with the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and be vulnerable, 
forgiving, and loving towards God and be brave enough to embody this relationship 
in all other relationships and in our prayers.  Bargaining prayers don’t really have a 
place in a vulnerable, forgiving, loving relationship. But prayers of honesty do; 
prayers that share how we feel, what we see, and what we think with God without 
fear of God’s judgement or condemnation.  So do prayers of listening, where 
instead of telling God what to do, we can listen to God; allowing God to share 
God’s Self of Three Persons in One Godhead with us, and what God shares with us 
might surprise us.  

 Prayers like sharing honestly, and listening, being open to God are a way to 
grow in our relationship with God, and the closer we grow to God the more we too 
can be like Isaiah, or Paul or even Nicodemus who might not have understood but 
in the end still followed Jesus so that we can answer God when God calls us to feed 
the hungry, notice the person others pass by, advocate for the voiceless, or love 
the unloved or whatever God might call us to with the trusting Here I Am. 

 Such a calling might be different than we would have planned, but truth be 
told, we may end up with far more than we would have bargained for. 

  

  


